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2015 Turmoil in South African universities



#RhodesMustFall!
#FeesMustFall!
#Decolonise the
University!



Blade Nzimande had long recognised that
there was a problem...





But only in 2015 did the question of knowledge
production and publication start to become a
mainstream issue as a result of student action –
why did it take so long?



#Decolonise the university…
Students in talks and
negotiations about the
curriculum, African content,
black identity… Steve Biko
and Franz Fanon…..
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In one of these discussions students asked the scholars
they were talking to how, after obtaining a doctorate,
one became a professor. The answer was … ‘you publish
journal articles… lots of journal articles… in international
journals…



Yet this relentless quest for publication in foreign
journals, and the way in which this drives prestige
and promotions in our universities has not been
on the ‘decolonisation’ agenda.



Why is this
so?
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Scholarly journals are seen as sacrosanct – but is the
current system really part of an ‘old tradition’, as the
Budapest Open Access Declaration suggested in 2002?





Transactions was more like our current networked
science – a community engaged in discussion and
discovery



The current journal system in reality is in fact the
product of the post World War II climate in Europe and
in particular arose out of the recognition of the value of
research in an increasingly technological society.





Robert Maxwell –
media mogul, but also
one of the main
architects of post-war
scientific publishing…



… landed up at the end of World War II working
for British information services in British Occupied
Germany, where Springer was in the British zone



Maxwell offered Springer UK distribution… he
could make things happen, with his connections
with the British …



… two years later he had a staff of
120…
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The UK government quietly, in the background, set
up a national initiative to purchase German
content and put in the hands of UK publishers,
through Butterworth..
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English would become the
dominant language of science

Politically?



Providing the essentials of a neo-colonial enterprise: the
English language and British national interests were now
at the dominant features of journal publishing



Eugene Garfield’s creation of metrics in 1955 to
measure the impact of journals and the extension
of this system to measure the impact of individual
authors helped created a dominant and inelastic
market



…promotion and prestige became inextricably
linked to journal publication…





In this world, Africa is on the margins. The
‘international’ standards that lead to reward and
recognition address British/American interests



To the detriment of developing country
concerns, with often disastrous results...
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Open Access

An old tradition and a new technology have converged to make
possible an unprecedented public good. The old tradition is the
willingness of scientists and scholars to publish the fruits of their
research in scholarly journals without payment, for the sake of inquiry
and knowledge. The new technology is the internet.





But there is something missing…



Our universities, in particular, should be
directing their research focus to address
the development and social needs of our
communities. The impact of their research
should be measured by how much
difference it makes to the needs of our
communities, rather than by just how many
international citations researchers receive in
their publications.

Blade Nzimande, SA Minster of Higher Education and Training, Women in
Science Awards. 2010





The problem of development-focused
research







This is NOT ‘grey literature’. It is use-inspired basic research.



Can developing countries offer insights that lead to new
models of research conduct and outputs?





htphhttps://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/wellcome-criticises-publishers-over-open-
access



http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/rearvision/big-deals,-bad-feelings-in-the-
knowledge-business/6480274



Will the European Commission’s Horizon 2020
Open Access plans resolve these tensions through
a much wider-reaching model of OA?



Will the European Commission’s Horizon 2020
Open Access plans resolve these tensions through
a much wider-reaching model of OA?



New models are emerging – open, integrated
and continuous science



A new emerging model – open access, open
data, open science

The old model thinks of publishing as a point in time. Once a work has
gone through that temporal point and is published, credit and the
accompanying authority are bestowed upon the author. But, in an open
science model in which the work is done in public and there is no one
moment in which the work goes public, credit and authority become
harder to bestow unambiguously.

David Weinberger: Too Big to Know





Everything is connected







Transformative thinking
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